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The Hon Malcolm Turnbull MP 
Minister for Communications 
PO Box 6022 
House of Representatives 
Parliament House 
Canberra  ACT  2600 
 
BY HAND 
 
12 August 2015 
 
Dear Minister, 
 
Residents and businesses in my electorate are concerned about the availability and speed of 
broadband. Under Labor’s broadband plan, rollout of fibre to 54,000 homes and businesses 
was due to commence in November 2013. Under the Coalition, my electorate is not even on 
the rollout plan as it stands. 
 
Thank you for agreeing to meet with me today to discuss these issues. This letter, to be 
provided by hand at our meeting, is intended to convey some of my constituents’ concerns, and 
to ask that you take immediate action to improve broadband access and speed on Brisbane’s 
South Side. 

My recent survey gives an indication of locals’ concerns  
I have recently conducted a survey, in my electorate, in relation to internet speeds.  Residents 
and businesses told me about the type of broadband connection they had, their download and 
upload speeds, and whether their connection met the needs of their household or business. 
 
The results, so far, suggest residents and businesses are frustrated by the current state of 
broadband access on Brisbane’s South Side. 
 
Of the 437 respondents to date, 59 per cent said that their internet connection was for 
household use only, 4 per cent for business use only. 36 per cent responded that they used 
their broadband connection for both personal and business use. This is a clear demonstration 
of the changing nature of work and the economy, and one of the reasons why a fast and reliable 
internet connection is necessary. 
 
The majority of respondents (66 per cent) have an ADSL connection, 15 percent have a hybrid 
fibre-coaxial (HFC) connection and 11 per cent have a wireless connection. The remainder, 
who live in South Brisbane and West End, have access to optical fibre following the relocation 
of the South Brisbane exchange. 
 
80 per cent of respondents said that their current internet connection did not meet the needs 
of their business or household. 
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The main complaints cited were related to internet speeds as well as the reliability of the 
network. These complaints seem to have been consistent between those with an ADSL 
connection and those with a HFC connection.  

Respondents with ADSL connections found ADSL speeds and reliability inadequate 

Those with an ADSL connection struggled with low speeds, particularly with respect to 
uploads. Respondents indicated the copper network is affected by wet weather. For your 
interest, the following is some of what respondents had to say about their ADSL connection: 
 

We constantly have delays and and wait long periods for downloads, our speeds vary 
dramatically from day to day and the time of day. – Paul of Camp Hill 

 
I have two children in Grade 9. The past term they had eleven assignments each to complete. 
At no set time during the day we have no internet or very slow internet. They often have to 
remain at school to use the computers to complete tasks. – Rae of Murarrie 
 
While signing up for Telstra (the most preferred internet provider) a year ago, I used to get 1 
Mbps Download and 0.26 Mbps upload speed which was way too low for our household. If 
one family member was on Internet the other member wasn't able to surf the internet. We did 
a lot of complaints to Telstra and received many credits on our bill (which was good on 
Telstra) and finally after an year of complaints, we are not getting this speed which is decent 
but still not up to the mark. In this digital word where most of the material is available on the 
internet and in this advance country like Australia we are still struggling to get a decent 
internet connection. Hopefully this survey will achieve something better for the resident of 
Brisbane South side. Thanks. – Sandeep of Murarrie 
 

In addition, not everyone can get an ADSL connection. Residents in Mount Gravatt East and 
Carina are being told that the local exchange is at capacity and no new ADSL connections are 
possible.  

For HFC, there are concerns about access and reliability 

Much, but not all, of the electorate has access to an HFC connection. I am not aware of any 
plans to introduce HFC where it is not presently available. The quality of the HFC connection 
varies.  
 
Consumers wishing to change from ADSL to HFC face upfront costs of amounts up to 
hundreds of dollars. 
 
The HFC network appears to face capacity restraints, which affects internet speeds at peak 
times.  Households are using their internet connection on multiple devices at once. The recent 
release of Netflix appears to have worsened local internet speeds. 
 
This is some of what residents had to say with respect to their HFC connection. 
  

It's too slow and drops out all the time. Our household is 2 adults and 4 children (incl 2 high 
school students). I do some work from home. There are frequent times when the speed is slow 
it is unworkable - this inhibits both my work and my children's school requirements. There is 
certainly not enough bandwidth for entertainment e.g. Netflix, YouTube, Spotify on top of 
school and work. I have the opportunity to for video calls to attend work meetings. The 
internet connection is too unreliable for me to do so and as such do not take advantage of the 
opportunity to work from home - particularly annoying with family commitments. – Liam of 
Camp Hill 
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Horrible. I have been released from my contract and will be upgrading my connection by 
downgrading to adsl... Which ironically has faster speeds because it's not overcrowded. Can't 
get Telstra cable at my address on Optus, which is strange cause I thought they shared the 
same lines. The worst internet I have ever had at my house at this address. – Robert of Camp 
Hill 

 
We are repeatedly lied to by Optus. The fault lies in their network. They have overcommitted 
the HFC network in this area and have made it far worse with the rollout of streaming video 
e.g. Fetch TV. Their own technicians admit that there is no problem with our site but the issue 
lies in the node. – John of Norman Park 

 
Telstra had no available service better than ADSL1, so we switched to Optus cable. However 
in a house of five people, two of which are at university, three of which stream movies and TV, 
two have Xboxes and one is a PC gamer... The internet speeds are not sufficient. – Joshua of 
Holland Park 

 
No it does not meet the needs of my household since the upload speed is so poor. Also there 
are 3 Adults living in our house each with their own computer on the LAN and phone which 
connect via the wireless. If everyone wants to use the internet at the same time it is ultra-
slow. We also have a child living in our house which means that in the future it will only get 
worse when he is old enough to use the internet. This is why we need Griffith put back onto 
the NBN! – Daniel of Morningside 

Some places don’t have ADSL or HFC 

Obviously, where neither ADSL nor HFC is available, this is leaving expensive and unreliable 
wireless as the only available option. 

Businesses are being held back  

 I have been contacted by businesses and those who work from home. Businesses are saying 
that the current network is a drag on efficiency and puts them at a disadvantage compared 
with their competitors, both nationally and internationally. Some firms are considering moving 
to other parts of Brisbane that have access to faster and more reliable broadband. This 
problem was highlighted in a story in the local newspaper - 
http://www.couriermail.com.au/questnews/east/download-speeds-of-1mbs-and-no-nbn-are-
forcing-businesses-to-relocate-from-south-east-brisbane/story-fni9r0lo-1227432380618  
 
The current network is also a hindrance on those who would like to work from home. 
 

I am a small business owner of a specialist Engineering organisation working in the area of 
Transport and Logistics safety and efficiency. We employ 4 people in our Holland Park office. 

 
In recent times we have experienced internet speeds that have prevented us from completing 
normal business activities from 3pm to 5pm, which we presume relates to the increase in 
users following school finish times. – Sean of Holland Park 

 
We rely on the internet to keep in contact with our clients. 
Occasionally the internet stops working, leaving us with no way of contacting clients.  
This jeopardizes our relationships with clients and prevents us growing our business. – Brett 
of Holland Park 
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I often work from home and a faster upload speed would allow me to utilise High Definition 
video conferencing to attend meetings remotely. A faster upload would also make it more 
practical to upload large files. – Matthew of Morningside 

 
The internet connection is generally slow but at peak times it is woeful. When the government 
is "encouraging" small business to work from home the available infrastructure is 
substandard. – Tony of Holland Park 

 
I work for NAB who have flexible working arrangements meaning that I can work from home 
1 day a week in my role.  This saves me catching public transport to and from the city for this 
day and I am able to save the travel time which means I can pick up my children from day 
care / after school care earlier that 1 day a week.  However the slow internet access (which I 
have also thrown good money after bad trying to fix by purchasing new router, new Wi-Fi 
booster and the like to no improvement)  makes working from home not an option as the 
slowness freezes my computer and I am not nearly as productive as I should be .  So I am 
forced to forego the opportunity to work from home and enjoy the work / live balance that 
nab is trying very well to provide. – Amelia from Camp Hill 

 
We have most of our business data in the cloud. In afternoon and early evening we experience 
very slow download speeds. We have 5 computers and our own wireless network, but often 
have to use iPads off the Telstra 4G to get email processed. – Brian of Holland Park 

Concerns about deliverability of your government’s pre-election 
commitments 
With respect, the feedback I’ve received appears to indicate that promises made by you and 
the now Prime Minister before the election, that “under the Coalition’s NBN all premises will have 
access to download speeds 25mbps to 100mbps by the end of 2016”, are unlikely to be met.  
 
I understand the Coalition’s NBN is now not expected to reach all Australians until December 
2020. As I stated at the outset, under Labor’s 2013 rollout plan, construction of fibre was due 
to start for 54,000 homes and businesses in November 2013. Regrettably, the Abbott 
Government cancelled this rollout.  
 
More than 18 months after the date that rollout was due to commence, there is still no 
indication of when the people of Griffith will get the Coalition’s NBN.  The Government’s latest 
18 month rollout plan (issued July 2015) doesn’t appear to include a single home in the Griffith 
electorate. 

Request  
I request that delivery of the NBN to my electorate be made a priority immediately. I would 
appreciate your assistance in that regard. 
 
If you require any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
Terri Butler MP 
Federal Member for Griffith 
 
PS Households and businesses in my electorate need reliable, fast broadband. 
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